
【Contact】
Manakiki project
Mail: society @learningcrisis.net

MANAKIKI・BLEND

Manakiki Blend is for people with disabilities and children who have
difficulty attending school because of the COVID-19, feel lonely in
online classes, and face a “learning crisis.” 
Let’s learn together while drinking the Manakiki Blend. The profits
will be returned to the salaries for people with disabilities and used
as the project expenses (ex, part-time job salary, and teaching
material creation expenses.) 

 

https://learningcrisis.net/?page_id=20184

Detail of Manakiki Blend

Tsuda university students and graduate students developed the Manakiki Blend
with Workers Home, working for person with disabilities in the Ginowan city in
Okinawa.

Counter Learning Crisis Project

You can send this coffee 
by put on the stamp.

Coffee for studying together while connecting with the same flavor.



THE STORY 
OF MANAKIKI BLEND

Workers Home is the only organization in Japan where people with various disabilities
consistently make coffee from farms to cafes. It has been loved by the local
community for its clear taste and flavor created by choosing beans one by one, taking
time and effort. Workers Home has a dream of getting more people to buy coffee and
connect it to the work of people with disabilities, even though it is not possible to
expand sales opportunities due to the COVID-19 now. We will accomplish the dream by
Manakiki Blend.

(1)Children with disabilities who want to take online classes.

(2)University students (learning navigators) who want to “teach” online.

(3)Manakiki Blend Creator: People with disabilities who want to “work”.

There are university students who cannot part-time job to prevent the spread of the
COVID-19. Students who are “learning navigators” who want to be a teacher in the
future cannot work the cram school. We will accomplish that student can go to
university without financial anxiety and obtain the teaching experience.

Currently, there are children with disabilities who are refraining from going to school, fear
of the COVID-19. However, some of the teaching material is not sufficient for them.
 In addition, there are few homes teacher for them. Manakiki Blend will accomplish the
dream that children with disabilities want to “learn” in order to deepen their “learning”
with curiosity and open their own future in difficult situation.

 Manakiki Blend is a new system of social contribution, just by changing the
coffee you usually drink to "Manakiki Blend" for people with disabilities,

children with disabilities, and university students who aim to become
teachers. We propose a system that can support the "learning.”

With “2 cups of Manakiki Blend a day,” “1 weekly lesson is possible!”

“Workers with disabilities”
Making coffee politely.

“You”
Purchase the coffee. 

Enjoy the taste and flavor.

“University students”
Teach for children with disabilities in online.

Support for “learning” and “dream” by coffee.


